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A PROCESS-INHERENT, ULTIMATE-SAFETY, BOILING-WATER REACTOR

Charles W. Forsberg

A new type of boi l ing-water reactor (BWR) has been conceived — the

Process-Inherent, Ulv i.^ate-Safety, Boiling-Water Reactor (PIUS BWR).

The proposed design described in th i s report extends t'ae PIUS design

philosophy from pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) to BWRs. In a PIUS

BWR, safety systems are passive, with no act ive components. The reactor

core and nonnuclear portion of the plant are similar to current BWR

des igns , but a s p e c i a l , prestressed concrete reactor v e s s e l (PCRV) with ^

unique internal design replaces the conventional pressure ves se l ,

emergency core cool ing systems, containment s h e l l , spent- fue l storage

ponds, d iese l generators , and most other components of the nuclear

i s land.

The PIUS BWR (Fig. 1) i s a natural-circulation BWR inside a large

PCRV. The height of the PCRV allows for a 20+-m riser; hence, available

pressure drop i s su f f i c i en t to use modified commercial BWR core designs.

Top-entry control rods are used. The reactor pressure, temperature, and

thermal e f f i c ienc ies match current BWR design conditions.

The PCRV i s divided into two components: a reactor zone (core,

r i s er , downcomer, and steam separators) and a cool, borated-water zone.

The two zones are separated by an Insulated wall that i s not a pressure

boundary. The two zones are In contact near the top of the PCRV cavity

through a hot/cold water interface zone, which i s stable because hot

reactor water i s on top of the cool, borated water. In design, the two-

1 2
zone PCRV concept i s similar to the PIUS PWR. ' Near the bottom of the
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PCRV cavity, the two zones are separated by a fluidic valve. If the

valve opens, the borated water enters the reactor core and shuts the

reactor down. The volume of borated water in the PCRV is sufficient to

remove core-decay heat for a period exceeding one week, by boiling of

the borated water. For a 750-MW(e) PIUS BWR, the required PCRV internal

volume is smaller than that required for existing British Advanced

Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR) rated at 620 MW(e) (4350 «3 versus 70A3 m 3)

but the operating pressure is somewhat greater (6.9 MPa versus 4.6 MPa).

Reactor safety is assured if (1) the cool, borated water 1B allowed

to enter the reactor if there is insufficient reactor water, and (2)

reactor power levels are limited to match the available coolant- The

first condition is met with a Fluidic In-Vessel Emergency Core-Cooling

System (FIVES) which consists of (Figs. 1 and 2): (1) a water pump

(<100 kW), (2) a fluidic valve separating the cool, borated water from

the reactor coolant, and (3) a hot/cold interface zone below the fluidic

valve. The fluidic valve remains closed if it receives a steady flow of

high-pressure water from the water pump.

Protection against a low water level in the reactor vessel is pro-

vided by positioning the water pump above the reactor core in the down-

comer (Fig. 1). If there is a loss of feedwater, the pump will go dry

before the reactor core is uncovered; thus, no water will be sent to Che

fluidic valve, and the valve opens — flooding the reactor with cool,

borated water.

The fluidic valve is a vortex fluidic valve that works like e

centrifugal pump with a blocked exit line. The water from the pump in
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the downcomer Is injected at high veloci t ies into the device tangen-

t i a l l y , causing the water to move in a circular path. The centrifugual

forces create higher pressures near the outside surface of the device

and lower pressures near the inside. The outside surface has short

pieces of pipe connected to a zone of clean, higher-pressure, reactor

water which, in turn, is in contact with the borated water zone at the

hot/cold interface. Ths inside is connected to the downcomer water. By

adjusting water pump input, these pressures can be made to match the

pressures of the two water zones. Below the fluidic valve is a hot/cold

interface zone with hot coolant on top and cool, borated water on the

bottom. The >20% difference in density between the two fluids makes

this a stable interface. Temperature sensors determine the location of

the interface, and control the speed of the water pump. If the in ter-

face r i ses , the pump speeds up, the pressure of the reactor coolant in

the vortex valve box increases, and the interface is pushed back to i t s

correct position. The reverse operation occurs if the interface drops.

The fluidic valve has no moving parts ; hence i t cannot f a i l in. a closed

condition, for i t is the hydraulic forces (not pieces of metal) that

block water flow through the valve.

In the PIUS BWR, power is limited to safe levels by use of a low-

excess-reactivity core and the negative void coefficient. Control rods

would be used for operations but not required for safety. The reactor

core is designed so that a l l the control rods could be pulled out of the

core at any time in the fuel cycle without excess power levels being

generated. In practice, this condition exists at the end of nornal BWR
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core life when there is no excess reactivity in the core. This con-

di t ion may be achievable throughout core l i f e with the use of burnable

Gd2O3 poisons. This was part ial ly demonstrated at the Barsebeck Nuclear

Power Station in southern Sweden in 1982.

Based on current technology, the preferred PIUS BWR power levels

would be between 300 and 1200 WJ(e). Below 300 MW(e), the small size of

the PCRV and resultant small r iser height requires use of recirculation

pumps or low-pressure-drop cores. Above 1200 MW(e), there is no PCRV

experience.

The PCRV adds to plant costs but eliminates the need for a steel

pressure vessel, biological shield walls, containment dome, emergency-

cere cooling systems, emergency cliesel generators, and spent-fuel

storage ponds. The PCRV contains about 60 m3 of concrete per MW(fc) of

plant capacity and represents more than half the requirements for plant

construction materials. In comparison, current BWRs require ~135 K3 of

concrete per MM(e). This suggests! that the PIUS EWR may have lower

capital costs and shorter construction times than existing LMRs. The

BWR, as compared to a PWR,, lends i t se l f naturally to the PIUS approach

because the lower operatitig pressures and the lack of steam generators

minimize the strength and size required for the PCRV to store the

required borated water. Considerable experimental and analytical work

will be needed before this conceptual design can be considered for fui l -
g

scale development.
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